Molecular mapping of albino deletions associated with early embryonic lethality in the mouse.
The albino-deletion complex consists of more than 37 deletions that remove an area of mouse chromosome 7 including the albino coat-color locus. Previous genetic and embryological studies with five of these deletions (C11DSD, c5FR60Hg, c4FR60Hd, c2YPSj, c6H) defined at least two genes required for normal development of the embryonic and extraembryonic ectoderm of early postimplantation embryos. A molecular genetic analysis of this region has been initiated using palb18, a genomic clone that defines the D7TM18 locus that maps to a region of chromosome 7 removed by the c11DSD deletion but not by the c5FR60Hg, c4FR60Hd, c2YPSj, or c6H deletions. palb18 was obtained by chromosomal microdissection and microcloning of the wild-type albino region. A genomic clone isolated with palb18 contains a repeat sequence localized primarily to the proximal region of the five deletions. The repeat sequence hybridizes differentially to the five deletion DNAs. The patterns of hybridization associated with these DNAs were used to define the order of the proximal breakpoints as centromere-c11DSD-c2YPSj-(c5FR60Hg-c4FR60Hd)- c6H. This order was confirmed by isolation of additional single-copy sequences. The molecular probes described here should allow for identification and isolation of the deletion breakpoints and thus provide immediate access to the distal side of the deletions where the genes affecting the development of the embryonic and extraembryonic ectoderm are located.